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RAIL SAFETY SYSTEMS
Technological innovations improve the performance and reliability of our transport systems,
but they must also ensure their safety. With Mobility, secure the performance of your
transport infrastructures.

Safety first
know all on Mobility solution to
Zero compromise on safety: this is a strict prerequisite for each and every project

secure performances of your

we undertake. And, when safety is carefully planned from the initial design

transport infrastructures.
Read more

phase, it comes with optimum performance and without any major constraints.
After more than 15 years of collaboration with operators and maintainers, we are
able to offer safety solutions that do not affect performance or operating
conditions.

Non-proprietary and bespoke systems
We are completely open in the design of our architectures and software, which
means our customers are free to scale or extend their systems. Manufactured on a
large scale, the equipment we use benefits from a level of robustness that no
“proprietary” solution could achieve. This means we are creating the latest
generation of systems, perfectly suited to the exact needs of our customers.

Change management
Rolling out safety systems on an infrastructure that is in operation is a job for
specialists. Migration management and user familiarisation are decisive factors in
the success of projects. We support our customers in change management. From
determining requirements to training operators, this approach guarantees
the overall performance of the transport system.

Join Us
Since we make fulfilment,
development and rewarding the
skills of our employees a priority,
Mobility is committed alongside
you to a successful employee

Our
References
experience.

Discover
Read more
our achievements and,
through them, our know-how for an
ever more sustainable mobility
.
Read more

Download Mobility Rail Safety Systems leaflet

https://www.youtube-nocookie.com/watch?v=KYbIokV27VM

https://www.youtube-nocookie.com/watch?v=WGczmBy6ANE

DISCOVER OUR REFERENCES ON RAIL SAFETY SYSTEMS

Tramway T3, Lyon
Railway signalling, T2-T3
tram line, Nice

Railway signalling,
Luxembourg Tramway

Manage traffic safety on lines
T2 and T3 of the Nice tram
system.

Ensure safe transport for
passengers on Luxembourg's
first tram line.
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Modification and extension of
the T3 tram line to serve the
“Grand Stade” football
stadium.Objective: transport
15'000 people per hour before
and after every match.
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